The Stars Are Legion

Somewhere on the outer rim of the
universe, a mass of decaying world-ships
known as the Legion is traveling in the
seams between the stars.Here in the
darkness, a war for control of the Legion
has been waged for generations, with no
clear resolution. As worlds continue to die,
a desperate plan is put into motion.Zan
wakes with no memory, prisoner of a
people who say they are her family. She is
told she is their salvation - the only person
capable of boarding the Mokshi, a
world-ship with the power to leave the
Legion. But Zans new family is not the
only one desperate to gain control of the
prized ship. Zan finds that she must choose
sides in a genocidal campaign that will take
her from the edges of the Legions gravity
well to the very belly of the world. Zan will
soon learn that she carries the seeds of the
Legions destruction - and its possible
salvation. But can she and the band of
cast-off followers she has gathered survive
the horrors of the Legion and its people
long enough to deliver it? In the tradition
ofThe Fall of HyperionandDune,The Stars
are Legionis an epic and thrilling tale about
tragic love, revenge, and war as imagined
by one of the genres most celebrated new
writers.

Dear reader, do not mistake what comes next for embellishment: everything Im about to say about The Stars Are
Legion, the newest,Somewhere on the outer rim of the universe, a mass of decaying world-ships known as the Legion is
traveling in the seams between the in the In a universe where the word for spaceship is the same as for world, two
women struggle to escape a perpetual war in this dystopic yet hopefulEditorial Reviews. Review. In a universe where
the word for spaceship is the same as for world The Stars Are Legion - Kindle edition by Kameron Hurley.The Stars
Are Legion [Kameron Hurley, Teri Barrington, Nicole Poole] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Somewhere
on the outer rim of the The latest example is Kameron Hurleys The Stars Are Legion, a strange, brilliant story set in the
depths of space on a group of planet-shipsBuy The Stars are Legion by Kameron Hurley from Amazons Fiction Books
Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction.Buy The Stars Are Legion by Kameron
Hurley from Amazons Fiction Books Store. Everyday low prices on a huge range of new releases and classic fiction.26
quotes from The Stars Are Legion: When you understand what the world is, you have two choices: Become a part of that
world and perpetuate that system The Stars are Legion, recently released from Saga Press, is a stand-alone novel from
the same woman who brought us The Bel DameThe Stars Are Legion by Kameron Hurley - A Kirkus Reviews Best
Science Fiction and Fantasy Selection of 2017 [A] thought-provoking space opera. KirkusThe Stars Are Legion
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